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Searcy, Ark. 72143

County citizens
seek offices
in '88 election
by Greg Taylor
Bison editor

The Bison has interviewed six candidates
for offices in White County. If you are
registered in White County and your residency is on the Harding campus, then these are
the men who will be on your ballot Tuesday,
Nov. 8. The offices of county judge, sheriff,
and justice of the .peace. Each of the candidates (two in each race) were asked the
same three questions. Here are their
resoonses:

County Judge
Candidates: Waylon D. Heathscott (D),
incumbent
Gerald Parish (R)
Question 1: What qualifies you to be county judge?
Heathscott: I have an MBA degree which
l'JJ never back up from - I'm educated. I
was raised on a farm, but I graduated from
college - I earned every bit of it. You don't
have to have education if you have experience, but I have experience and education. My experience is five and one-half
years as county judge and two years on the
quorum court.
Parish: I founded and developed a successful chain of restaurants, pioneered a
successful insurance business, a successful
beef cattle producer and farmer. I have
served four years as.chairman of the state
Agriculture Stabilization Conservation
Service.
Question 2: What would you do differently
from the last two years?
Parish: I would install an accounting procedure to better track county expenditures
on equipment and projects. I will work with
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DRESS REHEARSAL - Conrad Ekkens polishes his lines with Shelli Miller
and Marisa Thomas in this scene of the homecoming musical Carousel. See
story and ticket information on page 9.
(Photo by John K1ien)
community and civic leaders to improve
White County for all of our citizens.
Heathscott: I'm well-pleased with road
forces and my administration staff. I wish
that in my five and one-half years in office,
I would have had enough finances to better
serve the people of White County.
Question 3: What are three major problems
facing White County now?
Heathscott: Roads would have to be
number one. 1 spend 80 percent of my time
dealing with county roads. Finances would
have to be the second major problem. Inflalion is going up, and our finances are going
down or staying the same. The third problem
is- the biggest cballenge, and it is pollution
control - land fills.
Parish: 1 will work to improve the road
system for working people of White County,
and when a bridge is CQDStructed it should
be done according to sound, sale engineering practices. 1 will work to heJp attract
more and better jobs in White County
throughindustrial development. I will work

to develop long range plans and methods to
deal with the waste problem within White
County.
White County Sheriff
Candidates: Jerry Jolmson (D), incumbent
J .R. Cooper (R)
Question 1: What qualifies you for the position of sheriff?
Johnson: I was a businessman of a successful building contracting business. That
gives me eq>er!ence, trainins r need to handie big money that the ~f!s departm.ent
has. The department needs administrative
experience. I have law enforcement training
from several schools and agencies, including
my training in the White County auxiliary
for 10 years. And serving as sheriff for the
last four years, I have the experience of being sheriff.
Cooper: Namely, a law enforcement
career that started in 1!174. I've had 850 hours
in law enforcement training and teaching.
I've worked for Arkansas law enforcement
agencies, and 1 have a good working relationship with all law enforcement agencies
in the area. I have worked in criminal investigation and also for the sheriff's department, so nothing will be unfamiliar to me.
Question 2: What would you do differently
from the past two years?
Cooper: I think we have a leadership problem in the office right now. My opponent
has stated that he has no personnel policy
(See COUNTY, page 4)

...
Harding Alumnus David Slater will perfOl'IIl tonight at 8 p.m. in the Benson
Auditorium. He will be accompanied by a full band, which. is composed of
Harding Alumni. See story and ticket information on page 5.
(Photo courtesy of Public Relations)
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Editorial -

Opinion

We need positive leaders
Scrutiny of leaders is essential.
Disrespect for them, however, is shameful. Those who
aspire to be in the public spotlight or hold public office
should expect to have daily hounding by the press. But
the presidential candidates in the 1988 campaign have not
only absorbed their share of blows from each other and
the daily watchdog (press), but they have also doled out
some punches themselves.
As a matter of fact, the candidates have done more
negative campaigning than positive. The dissecting of
George Bush and Michael Dukakis by the press is only
surpassed by the two candidates' constant ribbing of each
other, and their continual bending of the facts to "up the
polls" in their direction.
Why all the negative campaigning in this election by the
candidates? Could it be because they can't find enough
good to tell about themselves? Or is it a safeguard against
negative media?
Whatever the case, negativism by leaders of our nation
sets a precedent for us of disunity and mutual disrespect
for ones who do not hold our same views.
Should we as a nation emulate how the candidates have
conducted themselves in this election year? Certainly not.
The point is this: with such influential sources as the two
candidates - one of which will be the nation's next president - we must be careful not to be engulfed in negativism
_
ourselves.
So, what can we do to brighten our comer of the world
in the darkness of negativism?
Zig Ziglar knows. Be positive. We feel that to influence
people for God, there must be an uplifting attitude to our
criticisms or comments about leaders or issues.
"Remind the people to be subject to rulers and
authorities, to be obedient, to be ready to do whatever is
good, to slander no one, to be peaceable and considerate,
and to show true humility toward all men." Titus 3:1-2
-G. T.
A right to vote doesn't mean a right
to vote irresponsibly
Almost 1,000 Harding students are registered to vote in
White County. Most, we think, registered for the sole purpose of voting in the presidential election. The voter also
has a right to vote for all of the county and district offices
which are being filled in this election. We feel, however,
that the conscientious voter doesn't have the right to vote
in ignorance. If one knows nothing about the candidates
for local offices, then by what does he base his conclusions? Yes, it is one's right to vote a straight ticket one
way or the other, but how can one consciously vote a
straight ticket if he knows zero about one of the candidates?
-G. T.
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We apologize for printing editorial cartoons that
have been aimed at the idiosyncrasies of specific persons of the Harding administration. (These persons
didn't ask for an apology.)
Our purpose is simple - to help the student body
and faculty and others who are associated with it
become more aware of Christianity. We also want

to provide a way for everyone who reads this
newspaper to understand the environment around
them better.
Therefore, we will be careful not to publish
material which my offend, or unfairly scrutinize.
We are sincere when we say that we want to serve
God with this newspaper.

0 ;.

.

Christ - The Resurrection and the Life
During the Harding Lectureship, I was reminded of the mission of Christ and his mission for His church.
With his life as our example, we realize how often we
fall short of his glory. If we could catch a glimpse of the
power of God, and realize the same power that raised
Christ from the dead is inside of us, we would have the
faith to accomplish so much more.

Guest Column

Virgil Walker
In IT Corinthians 5:14 we read, "Christ's love compels
us because we are convinced that one died for all and
therefore all have died. He died for all so that those who
live should no longer live for themselves, but for him who
died for them and was raised again."
The power in that verse is Christ's mighty and glorious
resurrection. Through Christ we have vanquished the foe
of death.
As I think of this concept, I am reminded of a story in
James Kennedy's book, Knowin2 the Whole Truth. In
it, Kennedy referred to death as a grim spector
, As this grim spector walked up and down, to and fro

Hayrides

•••

I'm supposed to pick up my hayride date in 15
minutes, but at this point I have no desire to get ready.
What is the point anyway? I hate cold weather and
cookouts. And to add to the already miserable conditions, I'm extremely allergic to hay. Who wants to cuddle with you when you head is full,? While I'm at
it, who would want to cuddle with a wheezing sinus
bucket?

Good, Clean Fun
Randy Williams
I

r:

throughout the earth, he touched one and then another.
At his fatal touch the rich became poor, the young
became old, the well became ill and the strong became
weak and palsied. They all died. This grim spector reigned
for many centuries, dragging the corpses of mankind into
his icy cold palace.
Then one Friday evening there appeared a stranger at
the gates of this tyrant's chillsome palace. The gates were
made of human bones.
The stranger walked in unafraid as he searched for this
tyrant of death. Finding him, the stranger threw him on
his back as he placed the heel of triumph on his neck.
The stranger walked around three days and three nights
until he found the two main pillars which held up the- domain. As he rocked them back and forth, he lifted them
from their hinges and marched forth with a shout of victory, "I am the resurrection and the life!"
Our Christ had conquered death.
Death was transformed by the King of kings and the Lord
of lords. According to his word, we have been made more
than conquerors. When Christ is made our light and our
salvation, whom shall we fear.
The same power that raised Christ from the dead is inside of us. Let's use it to his glorious purpose.

fun or mobile misery?

I just can't seem to get motivated.
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About our editorial cartoons

U.n.i.v.e.r.s.i.t.y
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My al1~ attaeks always rear their ugly; slopped-up
noses at the worst times, too... Uke duria8 a si1~t
pr.&yeI; at u.e eu~ instaDf before a little mid-ride kiss.
'lbe latter usually killsaoy kind of relatiooship that
may bave been forming, too,
What is it about a hayride that is so appealiDg? SUre,
pre-establlsbed couples -.e it to Show tbeir friends how,
w ... dOH they are. PDA for ~ys.
Now, for the majority of the "'to it's usually total
uncertaiJ:lty ,tor the inviter and total misery (or maybe
total eupboIia if he's with • pulchrib:.uleDous babe) for
the invitee. One party wonders, .~ I get closer!"
while the other imagines, "I think I'D tbrow,Up if they
. . any cloeer.'" '(!be misery seems to be endless.
What haJlP'D8 to cpoviDce clubs to keep baviDa Ulese
weed.ridea?
First of
you.sbow up at the farm of clJo(ce <USUally the ea.....s) and wait 8round, maJdng"SmalI-talk un-

an.

til if's time to .sit on the designated bails for your picture. Tbe Dilbt f,/I captUred ooflbn. Oh boyl Next is the
food. Okay, the ~ is usually nWly aood. but the dop

never get done and there's no place to put your plate except on your lap. I hate an uneven table setting (I think
I stayed in too much as a child). I never get enough to
eat because I'm so frustrated from spilling things that I
end up throwing everything in the fire.
Speaking of the fire - why don't they just supply
electric blankets? The fire is always too hot to get near
to and only one side warms at a time. Also, my contacts
always feel like they're melting onto my eyes.
Now comes the (anti) climax. Time to climb aboard
an old farm trailer and ride around for haH an hour on
horse food. HaHway through the lrek-to-nowhere, some
over-zealous freshmen start the inevitable hayfight. This
calls for complete seH-control. Luckily, they see that no
one else is enjoying their frivolity and stop as quick as
th~ began. Fourteen years JateJ; the nCie ,is over and all
200 bayliders dismouIit and dart to the lacilities.
The only tbing k!ft is a d!M) abOut fri~p and
entertainment (if any) consisting of an acoustic guitar
and someone singiDg f!IYetrY sq ever written wbile constantly making excuses about ~ir fingers being cold. I
guess I can sympathize.
WeD, now it's time to say goc:ad~byeand Wk about bow
much fun we had. I always enjoy this part because I
can leave and get some 'real food.
So - wbat am I to do? It's 15 minutes before my date
expects me. I'll just put OIl some of my roommates .
clothes (so mine won't get grassy) and dose up on Actifed. Happy Hayriding... yeah, right.
P.8. Yo! I guess )'OU've noticed that I haven't reviewed
any music lately. It's not my fault! I love giving people
my opinion on music but my editor, G.T., decided to go
with a column with a bit more jocularity to it. No problem. For the record: thumbs up to Branford Marsalis,
U2, Level 42, and Met:allka.

~
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Campaign Commentary
Student backs Dukakis -

~~

Voters should listen to what candidate, not opponent, says
"You're a democrat? You support Dukakis?"
To all of you who have asked me and my fellow
Democrats these questions, my answer is simple - yes
and yes. Now to the important question. The question that
most people don't ask because they are too busy heaping
insults is "Why do 1 support Michael Dukakis?"
First, 1 would like to explain the truth about where
Dukakis stands on some issues. You may find this quite
different from what George Bush Jr. and the other
republican supporters might tell us. The issues are crime,
gun control, military strength, and yes, the ever important issue - abortion.
The Republicans would have us think that Dukakis turns
out all of the prisoners in Massachusetts to rampage
through the state every eekend. This is not true. The prison
furlough program in his state was started by the Republican
governor who came before him. Dukakis got rid of it. They
don't tell us that when Reagan was governor of California, his state had a prison furlough program. In fact, on
two separate occasions, men escaped to kill - one killed
a teacher and the other killed a state trooper.
They also don't tell us that the Reaganlbush administration had a federal furlough program that released hundreds
of drug trafficters, murderers, extortionists, and thieves.
At Bates College last week, Dukakis defended himself by
saying, "I don't need any lectures from Mr. Bush on crime
fighting or on the sensitivity or compassion we must extend to the victims of crime. Unlike Mr. Bush, who will
not take responsibility for anything, I am chief executive
on the front lines of fighting crime, took full responsibility for that tragic Horton case and acted to change that

IGuest Column

I ..

Dana Duree

policy - and Mr. Bush knows it."
While crime rose across the nation, 'it fell 13.4 percent
in Dukakis' state. He has the lowest murder rate of any
industrial state (about half the national average). Imagine
that - and without capital punishment.
Bush, in Loflgview, Texas, last August said, "He
(Dukakis) wants to disarm the people in his state except
for the military and the police." This statement is not true.
Governor Dukakis and Senator Lloyd Bentsen, his running mate, strongly support a citizen's right to keep and
bear arms. They believe law-abiding Americans should
be able to use firearms for protecting their homes and
businesses, hunting and target shooting, and all collecting.
They believe our government must protect these rights.
The number of Massachusetts gun owners has tripled since
Dukakis became governor, and it has grown by almost 50
percent in the last five years.
When Bush waS a congressman, he voted for federal
gun control. After the bill passed, Bush said he thought
"much more" needed to be done to curb purchases of
firearms. Bush supported deep cuts in aid to state and local
police and personally blocked a law that would have
banned plastic guns used by terrorists and drug dealers.
The Republicans would have u~ think Dukakis would
ban the military. The Dukakis/Bentsen team will restore
American's conventional defense, giving our armed forces

the training and equipment they need. Believe it or not,
our military has suffered the last eight years because funds
needed for training and equipment have been diverted into expensive research and development of military weapons
we don't need.
~
Dukakis will crack down on Pentagon waste and corruption. And he won't make concessions or sell arms to
terrorists.
Now for the big one. Unfortunately, the Republicans
have warped Dukakis' stand on abortion. Dukakis does
not think it is a solution. However, what he won't do is
pick the exceptions. He says it is up to the women to choose
and to face the consequences of her decision.
It's between her and God. If you noticed in the debate,
Dukakis was the only one to ever bring God into the
conversation.
It is a tough issue, and Dukakis has bravely opened up
to the complexities of it.
Unfortunately, most of this article had to be defensive.
Remember that the Democratic party stands up for the
middle class, the blue collar worker, farmers, the blacks,
hispanic, and anybody who needs a hand.
How many of us would be here at Harding if it wasn't
for financial aid? Remember it was the Democrats who
gave us guaranteed student loans and the Fell grant.
I'm not saying you have to agree with me, but please,
before you vote, get both skies of the story. Please don't
focus on the mudslinging. I think you will find a capable
and even likable Michael Dukakis.

Bush or Dukakis?

I-

I
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Two opposing views appear on this page. We encourage
you to weigh the issues, to take a look at the candidates,
and to make conclusions based on sound judgment, not
party politics.
~

Voters should study issues instead of character flaws
"I don't like either one."
"I oon't think they are presidential."
When talking about the presidential election, these quotes seem to come up all too
often. Countless times [ have had to listen
to someone explain to me why neither
George Bush or Michael Dukakis are
capable of running the country because:
"Bush is just a whimpy wet noodle;" or
"Dukakis' head looks way too big for his
shoulders." Every time [ endure this type of

[Guest COlumn~
., "
. Jim Hull
L·

....

-.

political logic, I grit IllY teeth, smile, play
lite [ agree, and try some ~ way to say:
"WHAT ABOUT THE ISSUES!!!??"
What about the issues? I know that we
don't have a thrilling, charismatic leader
running for president this year. There is
more to leadership than charisma, and there
is more to an election tban our persooal view
of leadersbip. Tbey are the issues.
GeorIe Bush is clear and solid OIl aD the
~

" j _ .:--J'
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major issues. [would like to share with you
Bush's positions' on a few topics that concem
us all:
ABORTION. Bush is against it. He would
like to see a constitutional amendment that
would ban it. Dukakis wants to pay for abortions with our tax dollars.
SCHOOL PRAYER. Bush is in favor of a
constitutional amendment allowing it.
Dukakis is against it.
THE DEATH PENALTY. Bush is in favor
of it. Dukakis is against it. There are some
crimes so violent, so ' heinous, that to
discourage people from Committing &bem,
they should be punishable by death. .
THE DEFENSE. Bush is in favor of kee~
ing it strong. Strong enough to keep us ·at
peace,·as we have ~n with the Reagan administration. Strong enough to keep the
Soviet Union at the barpining table, 811 they
have been during the Reagan Administration. Strong enough to have a class of
missiles that could be eliminated in a treaty. CoUld we have eliminated short range
missiles if we didn't have aD)'?
Dukakis would like to do away with the
MX missile and the B-1 bamber. We caD't

... ,..,

.. ..<I!
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negotiate elimination with other world
powers if we don't have them to elinlinate.
We also can't stay at peace without a strong
deterrent to discourage war. The defense
must remain a priority.
THE ECONOMY. Perhaps this issue is the
most important to Americans. There are two
key planks Bush supports that will continue
our healthy,seven year economic expansion
and our rising prosperity.
First of all, George Bush is in favor of
lowering the capital gains tax to 15% from
88%. The lower capital gains tax will encourage more people to invest their capital
into small or large business. Business is
what employs workers and creates profits.
H more money gQeS in, more businesses
and more jobs are created. H more people
are taking home paychecks from jobs, and
if more investors are taking home profits,
then more money ·will be spent. H more
money is spent, then business will ~' add
ing new jobs and attracting new mvestots.
This is the cycle that our country has been
experiencing for the past seven years.
lAwweriDg the capital gaiDs tax could
draIticaDy impruwe our..........ue recovery.
~. _J. ••:..I

oAJ

c· ........
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Second, G«»rge Bush is dead set against
raising taxes. He knows that raiSing taxes

takes money out of everyone's pocket;
money that would have been spent to
stimulate the economy. By havjng lower
taxes, more money will be used to create
jobs and encourage 1Dvestment More jobs
mean more paychecks and profits.
H more people have money, more Will be
paying taxes. H more workers are paying
taxes, more taxes wj]] be conected without
raising taxes. Dukakis wants to raise taxes.
This would take money away from people
who would have spent it or invested it into
American business. I don't know of a faster
way to take a 180 degree turn in our
economic recovery than to raise taxes.
These are just a few of the issues that [
!eel are DlO8tim~l George BUSh lmcwiB
the directioo we-shouId·take in the next ~
andhopefuJly eight, years.
[ encourage you to think about the issues.
This election will set the direction of the
country for more than just four )'e8I"&
Understaod the - - . aud IDOIt impartaatly, get out aud vote OIl Nov. So
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Friday, Oct. 21
World Missions Workshop at ACU
High School Days begin
SAC presents in concert - David
Slater, 8 p.m. in Benson Aud.
~

Saturday,
Oct. 22

Sunday,
Oct. 23

Monday,
Oct. 24

High School Day activities
SA Movie, "Neverending
Story," 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Bisons Football vs.
Henderson, 2 R- m.
Cross Co~ - Bison
Booster
Invitational
north of baseball field at 10
a.m.

Morning worship services
College Church: 8:15 and
10:45
Cloverdale Church: 9:00
Downtown Church: 8:15
and 10:45
Westside Church: 10:00

Chapel- Spring 1988 HUF
group
United Nations Day
Lady Bisons at Freed
Hardeman

From the Top
County ...

County who make up the Quorum Court,
chaired by the county judge. It makes

budget decisions lor the county.
Question 1: What qualifies you for this
position?

Wednesday Thursday
Oct. 26
Oct. 27

Chapel - Resident of the
Month
student payday
Lady Bison Volleyball vs.
Hendrix College in the
Ganus Gym at 7 p.m.

Chapel - Monte Cox
Sign up for College Bowl in
American Studies, room
309 by Friday, Oct. 28.

.,..~ .~

~

Simpson: A caring attitude that allows me
to listen to the people, a desire to serve pe0ple, and experienced leadership. Also, my
engineering
and
administration
background, my maturity and ability to
gather and analyze facts would be helpful
in the decision making process of the court.
Prichett: Business experience, primarily in the accounting field, which has given
me a diverse look at many types of industries, and related experiences in budget
and personal management.
Question -2: What would you do differently
from the past two years?
Pritchett: Take a stronger stance in moving fonvard in finding a solution for the land .
fill problem.
Simpson: It is very easy to perceive what
one might have done differently, but without
all the facts, let lm admit that the past is now
history and move forward into the future
with a positive, caring attitude.
Question 3: What are three major problems
facing White County now?
Simpson: I feel that the public deserves
an effective and responsive government. In
order for this to occur, we must manage the
county's business professionally. 'Ibis would
include caring for our human resources, p~
viding a cost effective method for garbage
disposal, supporting law enforcement, constructing and maintaining county roads and
providing equipment for performing the required work.
Pritchett: I feel the number one priority
in county government is the land fill problem. The second thing is, I want to insure
that people in district 13 are served with due
process for their share of county services.

Honest • Dependable • Qualified
VorE FOR

ROBERT L. SIMPSON
Justice of the Peace
District 13
PROFILE:
Registered Engineer
Personnel Management
Budget Procedures
VP Searcy lions Club

*

*
*
* (Chrmn. district & state camm.)

* Sunday School

Director

.·

10thJ\1'Ln.i.v
$500;000 '..

Chapel - Concert Choir,
directed by Arthur Shearin
Red Cross Blood Draw, 1-7
p.m. in Administration
Aud.
Lady Bisons Volleyball vs.
Ouachita Baptist
.

11J

ers"
Sale

Sale Now In Progress

Savings Up To 60°A» Off
All Wedding Sets

14 Kt. Gold Chains

Now On Sale

Many Styles To Choose From

2 Pc. Sets - Trios

~: 50% Off

Solitares
Diamond Earrings

Ladies & Gents

1/5 Ct. T.W.

Seiko Watches

Reg. '25000

9995
14 Kt. Gold

Carved
Wedding Bands

·1/2

Values
Up To
'27500

11900

Use Our Convenient
Layaway
Buy Now For Christmas

Price

And All Future
Gift Giving!

:Tara's Gold
106 N. Spring Street, Searcy

268-4684

'.

- -" '\"''.

.18m's \.mId.

(continued from page 1)

in the department, but he later said he had
a personnel policy while he was under oath
in court. We need someone who will be
positive and definite about policies. Spending has also been a problem in this office.
Johnson: I will continue service to White
County citizens, and I will strive to meet
citizen's needs and serve people of White
County. If elected, I promise the same service, plus improvements we can implement.
Question 3: What are three problems facing White County?
Johnson: The main problem is drugs and
our youth. We've spent many hours and have
gone to many schools to find the answer to
this problem. We've arrested and convicted
over 500 people on drug sales and possession
charges. I've implemented classes in the
schools to teach children about the problems
with drugs.
Cooper: One of the answers would be a
problem with leadership in the sheriffs of!ice. We have to reinstlll public's confidence
in law enforcement in White County. We
need to bring up crime solving rate. Number
two is that we need to attack people who are
buying drugs and selling stolen merchandise. Third - we need to spend tax dollars
on children in schools who can be motivated
not to mess with drugs.
Justice of the Peace '
Candidates: J.P. Pritchett (R)
Robert Simpson (0)
This office is open. There is no incumbent.
There are 13 justices of the 1)eaC6 in White

Tuesday,
Oct. 25

"

Sale Store Hrs:
Mon. • Sat.

9 a.m.• 5:30 .p.m.

.,.
•
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CORRECTIONS
-'- Alpha Chi member's name, John Smith,
was left out of a list last week of new
members of the Arkansas ETA chapter,
which inducted 43 two weeks ago.
A caption explaining how movie sound is
edited last week should have indicated that
sound on the side of a movie reel is optical,
not magnetic.
A front page story last week about a
speech given in Little Rock by George Bush
misrepresented a Dukakis' plank in his campaign. He does not propose a tax hike to
close the federal budget deficit, but instead
has proposed having a tax amnesty plan in
which one would pay what he owes on
backtaxes and waive the penalty. Another
alternative he proposes to the federal
budget is to get more collectors. A tax increase, according to the Dukakis campaign,
is the last resort.
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Slater to perform on home stage
Alumnus returns to sing
by

Kristy Dalton

Bi son staff w riter

David Slater will perform tonight in the
Benson Auditorium at 8 p.m. A former
Harding student, Slater will be accompanied
by a full band, which includes three Harding
alumni.
Slater came to Harding as a freshman in

Send a Big
. BOO!
Hallmark Halloween cards they' re fun ways to share a
scare!

20 0/0

off any
Halloween pu
with this adl

1981. That year he sang in Belles and Beaux
and A Cappella. He was a music major and
a member of the "Chi Sigma Alpha" social
club. In his sophomore year, he was a
member of Time of Day, along with Kent
Wells, now Slater's road manager and a
member of his band. Well's wife, Marcia,
and brother, Dennis, are also members of
the band and are former Harding students.
During Slater's junior year at Harding he
was selected as a Spring Sing host. Perhaps
some will remember him as the host who fell
in the orchestra pit while singing between
club shows.
But now, as he produces Billboard hits,
Slater is creating new memories. He left
Harding and transferred to David Lipscomb
University to be closer to Nashville, Tenn.,
after discovering his goal to be a successful
recording artist.
Slater's first album has released two hit
singles. The first single was "I'm Still Your
Fool" and the second "The Other Guy" has
reached number 30 dn the Billboard dharts
so far.
The third release has already been shipped and rated to do well on the charts - "We
Were Meant to be Lovers." But Slater fans
believe that the title cut of the album, "Exchange of Hearts," will be the best so far.

This fourth single is due to be released at
Christmas time.
One of Slater's big breaks came in 1985
when a talent scout for the nationally televised program "Star Search" noticed his
abilities while he performed at Opryland. He
went on to compete in the show in the Male
Vocalist category. After numerous trips to
California and a very stiff competition,
Slater was named the 1987 Male Vocalist
Star Search winner.
Slater has since made appearances on
The Nashville Network's New Country,
Nashville Now, and Country Clips. In July,
he appeared in concert at the fairgrounds
in Nashville, Ark.
In a telephone interview last week with The
Daily Citizen's editor Tommy Jackson,
Slater said, "I can't wait to get home. It will
be my first time to perform at Harding with
my band. We'll be doing lots of new things."
He will also be coming to Harding for the
first time as a married man. He was recently wed to Melony Robinson, also a former
Harding student.
Tickets for Slater's concert are available
in Jerome Barnes' office on the second floor
of the student center. Reserved seats are $3
and general admission tickets are $2.
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TRICK OR TREAT. Parents from the community brought their children to
Harding last year to trick or treat. This year is the second time the students
will sponsor trick or treating in the women's dOnn5, followed by a party for
the children in the Ganus GymnasiUIXl" rOOm 100.

J09 N . Spru~e

~arding to
Frozen Delight
"Shake of the Month"

ARTISTIC FLORIST
& GIFTS

Creme De Me!lthe
lIeg. $1.30
Now $J. rD

..

1012 S.

StI".2Dt

.'.

Main Street

268-4333

2200 E. RACE ST.
268-4732

Joel Pritchett CPA
J.P.
JUSTICE OF THE PEACE
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by Angie Mote
Bison staff writer

Harding University students will
host children from the Searcy community on the campus for trick~r
treating and a Halloween party on
Monday, Oct. 31.
Parents are encouraged to bring
their cl1ldren to trick~r-treat in the
lobbies of the women's dormitories
from 7-8 p.m . Ample parking will be
available behind Pattie Cobb women's
dorm. A Halloween party will follow

,-u -,

HELP ELECT

""

White County Quorum Court, District 13
18 years business experience
2 years U.S. Army service
Harding University graduate
West Side Church of Christ Finance Committee
Conservative Republican
POLITICAL AD PAID BY J. PRITCHETI

host trick or treaters
from 8-9 p.m. in the Clifton L. Ganus
Gymnasium classroom 100.
The Harding student body invites
the parents and children to join them
for a costume contest and many
games and activities, such as bobbing
for apples.
The student body is sponsoring the
event to give parents of Searcy a safe
environment for their children to
trick-or-treat away from cars and
dark streets. For more information,
call the Campus Ministry house.

BONANZA.
Monday night
Is Harding night

~·C~·Soafxxi·Sa.lad

Get a GREAT meal
at a GREAT prlcel

BRING YOUR HARDING I.D. AND GET OUR FRESHTASTIKS FOOD BAR

$2.59 ONLY ON MONDAY NIGHTS

Students and Fc:lculty with Harding I.D. get 10% discount on all 'food purchases.
CARRY OUT ORDERS WELCOME - 268-5777 - 3002 E. RACE
Sun.-Thur.1l :00 o.m.~9 : 00 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 11:00 a.m.-lO:OO p.m.

~k}-O/.jJtb/j'-- - _ - - - 1
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Dukakis profile

10% OFF
Book, Floss & Fabric
with Harding 1.0.
308 West Race Avenue

268-1175
CRet~ CUJaltkell. t9Wftek

•

Beall

Ladymon

10% OFF ALL PURCHASES
Levi® 501
Guess®
Soon®

Docker®
Eastland®
Reebok®

by Susan Arnette
Bison assistant editor

Michael Stanley Dukakis was born Nov. 3,
1933 in Boston, Mass.
He attended Swarthmore College and
graduated in 1955 with a B.A. He was also
a member of the prestigious honor society
Phi Beta Kappa.
After law school, Dukakis worked 14 years
as a partner in the Hill and Barlow Law
Firm in Boston. From 1962 to 19'10, Dukakis
was a member of the Massachusetts House
of Representatives.
He married Katherin Dickson (better
known as "Kitty") in 1963. They have two
daughters.
Dukakis began campaigning for the

Just Present Your 1.0. Card to a
Salesperson and Receive Your Discount
Store Hrs.: Mon.-Sat. 10-9

Would You

like to

Try Sending
A Rose!
-

WE DELIVER -

Corner Gift Shop
927 E. Market

on campus

,

governship of Massachusetts in 19'13 and in
19'15, he became the governor. He ran for
governor on a "no new ta~es" platf~rm but
h~d . to retract his pro~lse to raISe $700
millIon to cover the state s bankruptcy. He
ran for governor again in 19'19 but lost.
From 1980 to 1982, Dukakis taught at Harvard University's John F. Kennedy's School

Comment -

governor in 1983, where he is presently
serving. .
While being Massachusetts governor for
the second time, Dukakis declared all-out
war on tax evaders and delinquent taxpayers. His state recovered $86 million from
this effort. One of Dukakis' major accomplishments as gov,a rnor was the
establishment of the ET pi'ogram (Employment and Training), designed to get welfare
recipients into jobs. An estimated 6,100 persons in Massachusetts have found jobs
through this program.
Where does Dukakis stand on the issues?
• is against the death penalty and feels that
"there are better and more effective
ways to deal with violent crime." Bernard
Shaw, the moderator of the Los Angeles
debate, asked Dukakis a brutal question,
"Would he support the death penalty if
his wife were raped and murd~ ? " He
seemed emotionless and respond.e d. "I
don't see any evidence that it <death
penalty) is a deterrent." He went on to
cite statistics in his home state which
show murder rates are down without
capital punishment.
• favors gradual reduction of the deficit by
less government spending and collecting
taxes through amnesty program, which
allows a taxpayer to pay overdue taxes
without being penalized. He also supports more collectors of taxes to more effectively run the I.R.S. tax collection
system.
• favors raising taxes only as a last resort.
• favors limiting excessive defense spending. Dukakis says, "How can we build
a strong America militarily that's teetertottering on a mountain of debt?"
• believes a woman should have the fmal
say as to the termination of her pregnancy, especially in matters of medical
difficulties.
• favors gun control for uses other than
hunting, recreation, and licensed firearm
protection. He says, "people have the
right to own guns to protect their own
homes their families and their
busin~es consistent with the laws of
~~ir state," b~t he suppor~ loca~ offl~l~ preventing those ~th senous
cturunal records from bu~ guns.
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Nation gets acquainted
with Dukakis
by John Riley
Bison staff writer

Some polls have shown that voter turnout
may hit an all time low (percentage) in this
year's election. Do
a majority of
Americans care whether Michael Dukakis
or George Bush wins the presidential election? Well, since one of them will be
representing one of the most powerful nations in theworld for the next fout yeaQ, it
probably isn't totally unimportant.
.
While Bush has been in the public eye for
longer than most of us can remember,
Dukakis remains something of a question
mark to many people. Who is this upstart
with the strange last name, and why does he
want to be president?
Dukakis was one of the two who emerged
from that baffling pool of democratic
nominees. Lacking a natural constituency
like that of his major rival, Dilkakis nevertheless ran on his record as three-term
governor of Massachusetts and campaigned tenaciously. Dukakis has shown himseH
to be a competitor who does not take defeat
lightly. In fact, it was his one major loss in
an election.".... in his first bid for re-election
for governor in 19'18 - that produced a
change in Dukakis. He realized for the first
time that he was not invulnerable, md
thereafter became more willing to listen to
others and accept advice.
Dukakis' political philosophy bears much
resemblance to that of a man whose influence he openly acknowledges: John F.
Kennedy. It is the classic liberal view that
government should take an active role in
shaping public policy and affecting the
quality of life of individuals. When Bush
made reference in the first debate to the
"10,000 points of light" across the country,
Dukakis came back with his version of "230
million points of light." It was a haH-serious
comment which reflected Dukakis' vision of
the influence of government.

, - - - - Elect
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Position

• Retired Military(30yrs Air Force)
• Familiar with Community Needs
• Cares About Searcy
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Leadership for a change ...
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BAINES
CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC
Dr. John W. Baines

Campaign
Clips
by Susan Arnette
Bison assistant editor

Dukakis blames GOP for
'87 stock crash
Dukakis lashed at Vice President George
Bush as a man with "no convictions, no
ideas and no plans" 'fuesday in Michigan.
Dukakis said, "George Bush cares about the
people on Easy Street. I care about the pe0ple on Main Street."
Dukakis also blamed the Republican
policy of ceaselessly borrowing and spending as the cause for the '87 crash, which occurred one year ago this past Wednesday.
Dukakis pledged to reduce the $150 billion
trade deficit in four years by reducing the
budget deficit, increasing foreign trade, investing in education and emphasizing
domestic research.

Bush courts swing vote
Vice President Bush addressed voters in
California's Central Valley this past
weekend, urging them not to vote for his
Democratic opponent and stating that
liberalism has lost faith in the American
people.
Bush said, "My opponent hates the "L"
word. You know, the word that he used to utter proudly in the Democratic primary, talk
about all the time."
California has been called the "swing
vote" because voters are almost evenly split
between the Democratic and Republican
parties. The state has 47 electoral votes, the
most of any state.
Bush will be concentrating for the next
three weeks on voters such as those in
California. Bush's California campaign
mana~er said, "We have achieved our goal

~
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CQubg:
BANQUET PROGRAMS
INVITATIONS
TABLE TENTS

of solidifying our base. Now our focus has
shifted to swing voters."

Press gives excessive
coverage to Dukakis: not
all good
Television networks report that Dukakis
has lost favor with the evening news reports.
His "television impact score" fell into the
negatives for the first time in the general
election (-5), while Bush's went to an alltime high score of 17.
The "television impact score" is
measured on a negative versus positive T.V.
network news coverage basis. Each can~didate is given a score for coverage of their
campaign on the evening news. Pure
coverage of candidates is given a neutral
score, stories indicative of trouble or contradiction of past statements gets a negative
number and stories that show cheering
crowds or positive influence on a certain audience rate as a positive score.
In the last week, CBS, NBC and ABC
together gave Dukakis alone 121 minutes of
airtime - the most since the week of the
Democratic convention. Harsh stories in
that time span dominated the airwaves,
though.

~LarryRoth

Bush profi Ie

Specializing In Spine
lAnd Nerve Rehabilitation
Hours By Appointment

by Angie Haley
Bison staff writer

268-4101

Age: 64
Hometown: Milton, Mass.
Academic Background: Graduate of
Phillips Academy in Andover, Mass.,
graduate of Yale University, B.A. degree in
economics, 1948.
Work Experience: Navy pilot in World War
II, co-owner of Zapata Petroleum Corporation. Served on the House of Representatives
from 1966-1968, Ways and Means Committee
in the House, Ambassador to the United Nations under Nixon in 1970, Chair of the
Republican National Committee in 1972, U.S.
Liaison Office in Peking in 1974, Director of
Central Intelligence in 1976 and 1977. Vice
President under President Ronald Reagan
since 1980.

303 E. Center - Searcy

•

Bush strategy: the mop-up
Vice President George Bush has largely
secured the regions of the South and Rocky
Mountain States of the U.S., but will target
the last three weeks of the campaign in large
states such as California and Michigan.
The Bush campaign is also planning what
Bush's Political Director, Mr. Richard N.
Bond, calls "the Normandy invasion." This
invasion would be an attack on Dukakis'
stronghold of New York state. Bush will
begin to pour resources into New York after
campaign polls before last Thursday's
debate showed Bush within five percentage
points of Dukakis in N.Y.
The Bush campaign hopes that this
onslaught will force Dukakis to spread his
aides between New York and California,
thereby weakening his hold in both states.
Bush's advertising and issues strategy will
run according to plan for the next few weeks.
He will concentrate on national security
issues and close the campaign on warnings
that Dukakis will raise taxes.

Political Views:
For: parental consent to minors to obtain
birth control devices, constitutional amendment that should allow children to pray in
public schools, income tax credits to parents
who send their children to private elementary and secondary schools, federal funding
for research to fight Aids, rules against barring discrimination against Aids carriers,
Cabinet level drug czar to coordinate antidrug programs, affirmative action programs to increase opportunities for
minorities in the work place.
Against: Equal Rights Amendment for
women, use of federal funds to pay for abortions, extending non-discrimination laws to
homosexuals, mandated leave of absence for
workers to care for ill child or parent with
the stipulation that the worker get his or her
job back at the end of the leave, mandatory
registration of handguns.

to Harding' Laundry & Cleaners
E. Pork Ave.

HELP WANTED
NEED CASH?

$5001$1,000 stuffing envelopesl
GlJ,aranfeedl Rush Stomped addressed envelope to MaN-Co,
Box 0267812J6723, Sf 76th,
Portland, OR 97202
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• INVITATIONS
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• NAPKINS

268-3979

BU BBLES CHOATES

CATFISH & CAJUN
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JOBS IN AUSTRALIA
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Immediate Openings for Men
and Women. $11,000 to

Tue.-Wed.-Thur. Only
Open 5 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.

$60,000. Construction, Manufacturing, Secretarial Work, Nurses,
Engineering, Sales. Hundreds of
Jobs Listed.
CALL NOW! 206-736-7000,
Ext. 123A.

Mention this ad & receive
any two Dinners for $10°0

• BRIDAL BOOK
• ACCESSORIES
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10% Discount on Wedding Order
with Harding Student ID

HARDING PRESS
300 S. Remington
(Southwest Corner of Campus)
Phone: 268-1431 or Ext. 341

CRUISE SHIPS

Choose: Catfish, Alligator, Louisiana Gulf, Shrimp
or Soft Shell Crabs

Now Hiring Men and Women.

Summer & Career Opportunities
(Will Train). Excellent Pay Plus
World Travel. Hawaii, Bahamas,
Caribbean, Etc. CALL NOW!
206-726-7000, Ext. 123C

% mile from Wal-Mart, Hwy. 367 on the
bank of the Little Red River
Phone 729-5853
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'Praise' spreads God's word through song
by Virgil Walker
Bison staff writer

In Psalms 100 we read, "Shout for joy to
the Lord, all the eaI;th. Worship the wrd
with gladness; come before him with joyful
song." The acapella group PRAISE has
taken this scripture to heart as they spread
the gospel in song.
PRAISE was an idea started by a former
Harding student, Danny Elliot, who is now
singing with the AcappeUa Vocal Band. His
idea was to get some friends together to sing

in the "GosPel Explosion" which is held annually..lit Harding. Little did he know that
from that small beginning this group would
continue on and perform for youth groups
and other events in several cities.
The members of PRAISE include Mike
Anderson, Scott Belin, Clarence Canon,
Patrick Chesney, Alex Fagen, and Greg
Sandlin.
PRAISE has added members and by doing so it had enabled them to add to their
music and style. "One of the things that

Visit our
Haunting
Grounds

makes us unique is that we write the majority of the music we sing," explained Chesney.

"One of our main goals and primary
reasons for starting and continuing the
group is that we like to sing," he said.
Singing at the 19."7 Tulsa Soul Winning
Workshop allowed them to promote their
tape which was appropriately named
PRAISE.
Alex Fagen remarked, "We'll be coming
out with another .tape some time after
Thanksgiving." The name of the tape has not
yet been decided upon.
The newest member, Scott Belin, seems
really excited about the direction of the
group, "This is an awesome opportunity to
share GOO's message."
PRAISE plans to sing at Rogers, Ark., as
well as Camp Tahkodah, Baton Rouge, and
the Lily Pool devotionals.
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20%
off any
Halloween
purchase
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with this ad
Discover unearthly costume
accessories that you'll have to see to
believe. Only at the Hallmark
Boo Bazaar.
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HOG~WILD
Razorbadt T-Shirls, Souuenirs, Gifls
Custom Air Brushing

BECKY'S

Suueee!
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SHOP
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Come check out Hog supplies.

Down/own Searcy

309 N. Sprvce

DAY 268-2093
NIGHT 268-4890
3201 E. Race Ave.
Linda Parson
Searcy, AR 72143
Owner

Let's get a start on

Halloween
51 Item Buffet:
AII-You-Can- Eat
7 OaysA Week

LUNCH
BUFFET

$395

DINNER
BUFFET

$499 '

1'1 A.M.-2 P.M.

at the Cafeteria:
Cookie Monster Night • 10/23
Hungry Jacks - 10/25
Caramel Apple Night - 10/28
at the College Inn: '
Baked Fish - 24th thur 28th
at the Country Store:
Candy Pumpkins
Candy Corn
Halloween Mix
, , : n' '!'~ ' ~
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Open

RESTAURANT

Ua.m.

Chinese and American Food

-9 p.m.

Eat In or Carry-Out

2205 E. Race
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Homecoming weekend

l>

Musical 'Carousel' to be performed.
by Eloise Shedd
Bison staff writer

Do you enjoy an actioo-packed story about
earthy men striving to obtain what is nol
theirs? 1ben you will enjoy Carousel If your
eyes go misty over a tender love story,
Carousel is your cup of tea. Do you like a
touch of fantasy in a musical production?
Carousel gives y~ a good sampling of
charming 1antasy. Or, dcSyou go to a
homecoming musical for music and
choreography? Say no more! CarouIel1s
made for you.
Carousel is a musical adapted by Rodgers
and Hammerstein from Ferenc Molnar's
drama Lillom. other equally famous composers desired to put the great Bunprian's
drama to mUSic, ~t he refused. It was_not
until Molnar saw Rodgers and Hammerstein's Oklahoma that be consented to allow
his WOl'k-to be adapted. Many aspects of the
original have been cbanged foe' the musical

stage especially the tragic ending. The setting of the story was also changed from
Budapest to the New England coastline in
the late 1800's. The characters and chorus,
sailors, and mill hands of the small town
give the audience a feel of clam-bakes,
lobster pots, and the invigorating sea
breezes.
One small part in the musical has been accepted by one big Harding personality, Joe
Pryor ("Dr. Joe"). Pryor will portray
Rodgers and Hammerstein's old Dr. Shelton,
a beloved village doctor. Dr. Shelton is addressing young people in the mUSical, and
this is something Pryor had done for years.
This is the year that Pryor has decided to
step down as a full-time teacher in order to
pursue other goals. In addition to his duties
as President of the National Alpha Chi
organization, he plans to spend time writing.
One of his writing projects is a history 'of
Harding.

Your Health Is Our Business

.
. MEDICAL CENTER PHARMACY
located In Searcy Medical Center
Boyce H. Arnett, PO
Class of '66

2900 Hawkins Dr.
268-3311

,
Honest • Dependable • Qualified
YOrE FOR
~

· ROBERT L. SIMPSON

..•

Justice of the Peace
District 13

SCOIT MILLER CARRIES India Medders off stage as Robert Ritter tries
to decide what to do, in this scence from the homecoming musical Carousel.
Tickets are still on sale - $4 with student 1.0., $6 without .
i

HANCOC.K'
FABRICS
Bridal • Formal
Spring Sing
Fabric and Notions
Terry Kernodle
Owner

PROFILE:
Registered Engineer
... Personnel Management
Budget Procedures
VP Searcy lions Club

*
*
* (Chrmn. district &"date comm.)
... Sunday School Director
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MEDIC'SAV·ON DRUG
2806 E. RACE
SEARCY, AR
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TOWARDS
PU RCHASE OF A

24 -Hour Prescription Service
(After Hours, Sundays, Holidays)
Call Hank Helm 268-3308
Come in to see our Colognes, Perfumes, Bath Powders

for Men & Women
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Halston
Beautiful
Poison
White Shoulders

1 ,.

Drive-In Window

Polo
Aramis
Emotion
$35.00

Private Collection
Lauren
Joy
Chloe
Opium

503 E. Race
268-5509

Youth Dew
Cinnabar
Giorgio
Chanel No.5
Obsession

Student Charge Accounts
We Will Bill Parents

CHICKEN BREAST
FILLET SANDWICH
Limit 1 per coupon and 1 coupon
per customer. This coupon not
redeemable with any other coupon
offer and redeemable only on
items selling at regular price.
Consumer must pay any sales tox included.

1805 East Race

WE TREAT YOU'"RIGHTr

brazier.
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Richmond gives
midseason report
by Mike Allen

11,_ ipoN editor

'A

At midseason, Bison football coach Larry
Richmond pauses to talk about the past and
the future ...
Q: After the first five games, how do you
feel about the season?
A: Well, I feel really good at this point. We
have a 3-2 record right now and are ranked
number 18 in the nation. We're in a good
position going into the second half of the
season. If you're asking if I'm satisfied, I'd
say, "No." I really wish we had beaten
(Arkansas) Tech. We lost 13-10 at
Russellville in a game that could have gone
either way. But, overall; it has been a good
first half. We open our second half at home
against Henderson this Saturday. Henderson
is one of the two undefeated teams in the
conference along with UCA. So, we've got
our destiny in our hands.
Q: What are your thoughts on the Arkansas Tech game?
A: I was very disappointed. Our kids
played so hard, but their kids did too. It was
a tremendous ballgame. We had great backing by our fans, and I felt all the way through
the second half that we were going to put
some points on the board and win. I really
did. It was just a situation where their
defense held us down, and we had poor field
position. When we did have an opportunity,
we turned the ball over. So, it was just one
of those games that you want to win so bad
you can taste it, but we didn't do it.
Q: What do you expect fhmtllenderson
this week?
A: I went to watch Henderson and Tech
play this last weekend, and Henderson won
the game 23-0. That speaks for itself. They
have a tremendous ballclub, but we can
compete with them. I felt while watching
Henderson, that they didn't have many
weaknesses. But, football is a funny game.
It is hard to compare scores. You look at us
and we got beat by Tech. Then Thch loses to
Henderson 23-6, and you might say, "We
don't have a chance." But, it doesn't work
like that. We'll have an opportunity to win,
especially with our students backing us like
they have.
Q: What do you expect as the AlC race
heats up?
A: What was the prediction by Mr. T as
he went into the fight with Rocky? He
predicted "pain." There is going to be some
pain on both sides with lots of heavy hitting.
We've got Henderson who will be in the top
20 in the nation. Then we play UAM at Monticello who will probably be in the top ten.
Next is Southern Arkansas who have a great
bunch of athletes coming here for homecoming. After that, we take on Ouachita Baptist
who upset Southern Arkansas. And, fmally,
we have number one ranked UCA at bome.
So, we've got five goodgames back-to-back,
and we feel like we can compete with these
people. When you play great teams like
these, it will only make you better.

Women'. Club
Volleyball .Hult.
SI,... PhI A - Regina A
OEGE A - 0.....- Phi A
Retina. - Zeta Rho B
Shantih A - GATA A
Ka re ta • - Shantih
Chi Alpha Rho A - Kirei A
KKK A - KG re ta A
Sa. Phi • - Chi Alpha Rho B
Tri Sigs A - Ju Go Ju A

KKK B -

KoI....

Lance Duncan returns a punt in a club football game last Saturday afternoon. Sub-T beat Kappa Sigs in the game,
and the Subbers will play Titans in the A-Team club championship tonight at 5 p.m.

Harriers to run in home meet

Bison Invitational sports new format .
by Ed Williilms
Bison sports writer

The Harding University Bison Booster invitational cross country meet will be beld
this Saturday at 10 a.m. behind the baseball
field.
This year's meet will be unique in that it
features a new format. This format promises to be exciting for both participants

and fans alilre. Included within the main

Ding Saturday, many other schools will be

competition will be five differeotraces, each
s~ and finishing at different times 80
that there will be almost non-stop action at

participating, including Arkansas State,
tIniveristy of the Ozarks, and the University of Dallas.
--------------------~
Bison top ten for club football:

thefmmhline.
Most 01 the AlC,schools will be attendance
to warm up for the conference championships which will be held at Harding later this
season. In addition to the AlC schools run-

Club

Points

Last
Week

1. Titans 'W' (9)·
990
2. Sub T "N'
870
3. Kappa Thu "N' (1) 760
4. TNT "N'
750
5. Kappa Sigs "N'
600
6. Kappa Sip "B"
510
7. Chi Sigs "N'
350
8. King's Men 'W'
230
9. Titans "B"
200
10. Sub T "B"
110
·indicates first place votes

1

3
2
5
4
6
NR
9
7
9

Cool weather
frenzies trout
by Ed Williilllli
Bison sports writer

The cooler weather that we have
been enjoying over the past two weeks
has resulted in a real bonanza for
trout fishermen.
The falling water temperatures and
the late season insect hatch has put
the trout into a feeding frenzy.
The Little Red River is stocked
throughout the year to insure Qualitv
trout fishing: and good catches have
been reported all along the river.
Some spots that have been productive
are Ramsey access and Dripping
Springs Trout Dock- near Pangburn
and just below the dam at John F.
Kennedy park.
A wide variety of baits have been
working well. For those using light
spinning tackle and artificial lures,
yellow and green rooster tails and
Rebel minicraws have been effective.
Fly-roaders best bet this time of the
year is to us large DYJDPhs or medium
Sized iDIect imital:ioris. AB always,
whole kernel corn, salmon ega and
marsbmaDows are working.

?
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Cross country teams breed success
by Ed Williams
BISon sports wrIter

Harding University's cross country team
has a long tradition of excellence. The men's
team has won 17 consecutive Arkansas 10tercollegiate Conference titles and the
women's team is the holder of the last two
AIC conference titles. Harding's men are
currently ranked 17th in the nation and the
women are ranked 15th. "
Harding's success in cross country is based on many factors. According to Coach Ted
Lloyd the tradition of the Bison team is important in bringing top night runnel'S into,
the program. Success breeds success, winningbreeds winners ; whatever phrase you
uSe, it 's true. 1bp flight people want to belong
to a top flight program.
Another important factor in the Bison's
winning ways is the clOseness of the men's
and women's teams. Lloyd said, "we
aremore one team than two; the kids really get along well with each other and encourage each other. At some other schools
there is often a rivalry betweeJ) the men's
and women's teams but our people enjoy
each other and really help out when some-

st:reakis more of a probJem for our competipon ; they are the ones who have to think
about ~ tradit;ion."
Coach Uoyd is proud of every team he has
had. He says that each team is unique and
has its own personality. The one point he
stresses is that winning or losing is not what
is important. The character and values that
are learned through comepting is what
counts. And with these values in place a person will never be a loser.

one is having a problem."
Such success often can lead to an overconfident attitude. The Bison cross country
team has been able to avoid this attitude,
largely due to the guidance of coach Uoyd.
Lloyd says that his main goal is to emphasize to the team that they are unique,
that they do not have to carry the burden of
the streak on their shoulders. Their job is to
do the best that they can do; nothing else is
required of them. Uoyd also said that, "the

Men's club football
A-Team
championship
Titans vs. Sub-T
5 p.m. at New Field

Volleyball tealD struggles to stay in Ale race
by

Gres Pe!ree

8'I0I"l spo!1>

Baptist. This game went five games . made some adjustments in the offense and
although the outcome was not in Harding's
~e Lai:iy Bisons took game twtl.. l5-{). ~I'favor. Coach Karyl Bailey spoke about the
ding went on to take game three and the VlCgame, "This is the best backcourt defense
torY. John Brown was a cl~e matcb but no
we've played."
close enough, however, as Hardingsuffered
The next day the team traveled to the
a loss.
School of the Ozarks. The Lady Bisoos lost
Now Harding is back on the AIC schedule
to the BobcatS 1n three games.
ready to go jnto the Ouachita Baptist 'lburThe girls then went to,play Pittsburg State
nament today and tomorrow. There will be
and John Brown University. Pittsburg State
four otber conference teams in the tournawas able to edge out Harding in game one
ment besides Harding. The Lady Bisons'
of the best of three match. Coach Bailey then
record now stands at 18-17.

wnrer

Chances of any post-season play appear
to be slim for the Lady Bisons volleyball
team following a tiring week of road play.
Harding University is rank¢ sixth in the
Ale, ed8,ing out only Hendrix College to keep
from last place. Senior'starter taura Jones
describes the season as fruslra~: "a t C)l"Ie
point in every game we've led every team
in the AIC. We just lost our edge."
Oct. 13, the Lady Bisons played Southwest

1If~)i
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K-MAC ENTERPRISES. INC.
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Offer ItxplreilMay 31.1989

Offer BJqIkes May 31. 1989
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Please preHDt tbis coupon when ordering. I
Limit: One coupon per person per visit.
Not good with any other offer.
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Bison Sports Week
lady Bison Volleyball at
Ouachita Baptist Tournament today and tomorrow. 'Next home
game - Tuesday.
Cross Country - Bison
Booster Invitational (only regular home meet).
Race will be run north of
Jerry Moore Baseball
Field.
Bison Football at Alumni Field, Saturday, 2
p.m. vs. Henderson
State University.

VOTE FOR

Homecoming Musical
Tickets

Mr. Klean
Laundry Center

ROBERT
JOYNER

Get them in Jimmy Car~'s
office in the Benson lobby.
$3.50 with student 1.0.
$6.00 without 1.0.

I

I

I

811 S. Main #0
Next to Tom's Place

.

FOR

.~

ALDERMAN

Friday, Nov. 4 - showtime
at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 5 8:15p.m.

....

The only air-conditioned
laundry center in Searcy

City of Searcy

• ,I. •
I

WARD 4

POSITION 1

,

~

7 DAYS A WEEK
6:00 a.m. - Midnite
Subject to Ac,ion of General Election Tuesday, Nov. 8, 1988

FREE Pair of Contacts
with examination and purchase of contacts

Bailey Vision Clinic
and Contact Lens Center
918 E. Race

Dr. Finis Bailey
Optometrist .
268-1400

* Restrictions apply; call for details - thru October
I

'7fI'~ ...

JJ.

Ri.: ~6tW7J6Att.

IIfJ(fS .;". fJfJlUUWI

50 ( Oft Admission

Afti'll""'.

Present This Coupon at our box office for a 50¢ discount
off a regularly priced ticket (Not valid Mondays or with any other offer)

'7fI'1L.
JL IIfJ(fSCIiMW tr;

"Downtolyn on the Square"

Expires 10.28·88

NOW SHOWING:

'JI'lks lR.Molitlo
'JI'll1uemlTre
"Downtown on the Square"

BIG TOP PEE WEE

t--------------------------------------$4.50 Date Deal
Two
Admissions
One
Large Popcorn
One
Large Coke
$4.50
(Reg. $6.25 - Save $1.75

7:00

"CaQQ

C(JOh

CZJitQe"

9:00
For Info Call:
268-0202

'JI'lks l!f.BeJlJtlo
'Jl'll1uemlTre
"Downtmv17 on the Square"
r--------------------------------------

Admission:

FREE TICKET

All Seats $1.50
Monday $1.00 w/Free Popcorn
Tuesday Free M&Ms w/Paid Admission
Wed. $2.00 (Admission & Ayct Coke and Popcorn)
Thursday: Jersey Night (Half Price Admission to patrons
wearing their club jersey)

Buy one ticket to the Tue. 7:00 showing,
get one ticket to the 9:00 showing FREE.

'JI'lks lR.Molitlo
'JI'll1uemlTre
"Downtown
the Square"
Oil

"1

~ ,
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